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Abstract

Airborne aerosol measurements in the central equatorial Pacific during PASE (Pacific
Atmospheric Sulfur Experiment) revealed that cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) acti-
vated in marine boundary layer (MBL) clouds were dominated by entrainment from the
free troposphere (FT). About 65 % entered at sizes effective as CCN in MBL clouds,5

while 25 % entered the MBL too small to activate but subsequently grew via gas to par-
ticle conversion. The remaining 10 % were inferred to be sea-salt aerosol; there was no
discernable nucleation in the MBL. FT aerosols at low carbon monoxide (CO) mixing
ratios (<63 ppbv) were small and relatively volatile with a number mode around 30–
40 nm dry diameter and tended to be associated with cloud outflow from distant deep10

convection (3000 km or more). Higher CO concentrations were commonly associated
with trajectories from South America and the Amazon region (ca. 10 000 km away) and
occurred in layers indicative of combustion sources partially scavenged by precipita-
tion. These had number mode near 60–80 nm diameter with a large fraction already
CCN.2 (those activated at 0.2 % supersaturation and representative of MBL clouds)15

before entrainment into the MBL. Flight averaged concentrations of CCN.2 were sim-
ilar for measurements near the surface, below the inversion and above the inversion,
confirming that subsidence of FT aerosol dominated MBL CCN.2. Concurrent flight-to-
flight variations of CCN.2 at all altitudes below 3 km imply MBL CCN.2 concentrations
were in quasi-equilibrium with the FT over a 2–3 day time scale. This extended FT20

transport over thousands of kilometers indicates teleconnections between MBL CCN
and cloud-scavenged sources of both natural and/or residual combustion origin. The
low aerosol scattering and mass in such layers results in poor detection by satellite and
this source of CCN is not represented in most current models. The measurements con-
firm nucleation in the MBL was not evident during PASE and argue against the CLAW25

hypothesis being effective in this region during PASE.
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1 Introduction

Lofting of both natural and combustion aerosol into the free troposphere (FT) followed
by long range transport is well recognized and has been studied for decades. Volcanic
emissions, dust, fires and large scale anthropogenic emissions have been traced thou-
sands of kilometers. Substantial mass emissions of particles during these events often5

results in elevated light scattering detectable by satellites. Interest in such events has
recently been driven by the need for greater understanding of the geochemical cycling
of atmospheric constituents, the influence of emissions on atmospheric chemistry and
the impact of anthropogenic emission on both aerosol optical depth (AOD), cloud con-
densation nuclei (CCN) and clouds. Modifications to atmospheric radiative processes,10

either as a result of changes in aerosol optical properties or changes in clouds through
CCN (Twomey, 1974; Albrecht, 1989; Kaufman et al., 2002), are commonly referred
to as the direct and indirect effects, respectively, and lead to potential impacts on cli-
mate. Recent studies have shown these effects are coupled (Hegg et al., 34; Andreae,
2009) and are manifested in regional differences over global scales linked primarily to15

combustion (Clarke and Kapustin, 2010).
Cloud pumping of species aloft is well recognized (Chatfield and Crutzen, 1990)

and global transport has been a target of many airborne programs (e.g. Hoell et al.,
1996). Concurrent scavenging of aerosol by deep convection can be effective and is
often modeled as 100 % removal of particles but can be less effective at high aerosol20

concentrations (Jensen and Charlson, 1984). This reduction of aerosol mass and sur-
face area in cloud outflow, in conjunction with cloud induced enhancements in actinic
flux and reactive gas phase species and water vapor pumped aloft from the marine
boundary layer (MBL) can produce conditions favorable for the formation of high num-
bers of small particles. Sulfuric acid aerosol nucleation initiated by late morning has25

been demonstrated to be an important global source of this “natural” aerosol (Clarke
et al., 1998a). Convection in the equatorial Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)
has been linked to sulfuric acid aerosol produced from dimethyl sulfide (Clarke et al.,
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1998b). These tend to dominate FT aerosol number in the Hadley circulation (Clarke
and Kapustin, 2010). Following their subsidence into the MBL and growth through het-
erogeneous processes, some may reach sizes effective as CCN. Such natural aerosol,
formed by low-temperature gas to particle conversion, is volatile in terms of both mass
and number at temperatures below 360 ◦C.5

Combustion-derived aerosols are often dominated by primary particles but may in-
clude secondary volatile and non-volatile aerosol. Generally, combustion aerosols con-
tain non-volatile components (e.g. soot, black carbon, non-volatile organics) that re-
main after heating to 360 ◦C (Clarke and Kapustin, 2010; Thornberry et al., 2010).
Hence, heating of the aerosol to 360 ◦C prior to measurement using a condensation10

nuclei (CN) counter can often provide a continuous index for combustion aerosol and
larger aerosol even when contributions of non-volatile dust or sea-salt are low (though
sufficiently large volatile aerosols may compromise this if they do not evaporate com-
pletely during the heating period). Volatile condensation nuclei are referred to here as
CNvol and the non-volatile CN remaining at 360 ◦C we refer to here as CNhot. These15

properties and their links to gas phase measurements and CCN are used to character-
ize their relation to air masses and trajectories encountered over the equatorial Pacific.
Here we demonstrate their entrainment into the MBL where they contribute to CCN.

2 Experiment location and features

The Pacific Atmospheric Sulfur Experiment (PASE) (Bandy et al., 2012) was conducted20

out of Christmas Is. (CI) in the equatorial Pacific during August–September, 2007. CI
(157◦ W, 2◦ N) lies south of the ITCZ at this time of year. Because CI is located in
easterly flow over a region with oceanic sources of dimethyl sulfide (DMS) it was ex-
pected to be a good region to study the natural marine sulfur cycle (Bandy et al., 1996;
Faloona et al., 2009; Bandy et al., 2012) in a clean marine environment as the closest25

upwind continental sources are located about 10 000 km to the east in the northern
part of South America (SA). The prevailing trade winds were easterly to south-easterly
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with surface winds of 6–12 ms−1. Trajectories in the lower FT have wind speeds of
8–14 ms−1 that can take ∼10 days to reach CI after leaving SA.

PASE was a follow-up study of a ground based project on CI 1994 (Clarke et al.,
1996). The influence of upwind sources was typically expected to be small in the MBL
as this previous study found typical MBL aerosol lifetimes in this region were about5

4 days or so (Clarke et al., 1996; Huebert et al., 1996). However, it became evident
during PASE that fluctuations in carbon monoxide (CO) and ozone in the FT were
associated with patchy transport of combustion derived gases and aerosol (Simpson,
2010). Such FT transport has previously been identified for ozone and has been linked
to biomass burning over SA (Kim and Newchurch, 1996) known to be active at the time10

of PASE. Other measurements over the South Pacific have linked fluctuations in ozone
and aerosol both from SA (Moore II et al., 2003) and the western Pacific (Browell et al.,
2001).

Boundary layer particle concentrations throughout PASE were also higher than other
clean MBL regions. Hudson and Noble (2009) reported average PASE CN concentra-15

tions of 379 cm−3 and CCN concentrations at 1 % supersaturation (S) of 301 cm−3 with
the mean for each flight varying from 211 to 430 cm−3 and they noted frequent tra-
jectories going back to SA. These are higher CCN than have typically been observed
in maritime air masses such as during RICO (Rain in Cumulus Over the Ocean) in
the Caribbean where mean boundary layer CN was 264 cm−3 and CCN at 1 %S was20

106 cm−3 for 17 eight hour flights (Hudson and Noble, 2009).
Here we explore the relation of combustion and cloud outflow indicators to aerosol

fluctuations and processes related to their link to CCN in the MBL. In order to compare
PASE aerosol measurements to those made closer to the upwind sources we will also
discuss some related observations from the VAMOS Ocean-Cloud-Atmosphere-Land25

Study Regional Experiment (VOCALS) based out of Chile in October/November, 2008.
Both sampled air with elevated CO and ozone in trajectories leading back to northern
South America.
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3 Measurements and instrumentation

The Hawaii Group for Environmental Aerosol Research (HiGEAR) aerosol instrumen-
tation focuses on size-resolved aerosol microphysics, chemistry, optics and radiative
effects. Descriptions of the sampling inlet and most HiGEAR instruments can be found
in (Clarke et al., 2004), the time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (ToF-AMS), CO5

and ozone instruments are described elsewhere (Shank et al., 2012). Concurrently
measured CCN spectra at various S are described in Hudson and Noble (2009) and
Hudson et al. (2011). On several flights the CCN counter was sampling ambient air for
less time than other measurements. Hence, some flight averages of CCN cover shorter
periods than other data but we believe they remain representative. A brief summary of10

these measurements follows.
The ToF-AMS provided volatile ionic and organic aerosol chemistry for sizes be-

tween about 0.04 and 1 µm vacuum aerodynamic diameter (Shank et al., 2012); an
Optical Particle Counter (OPC, LAS-X with custom electronics) covered sizes from
0.12 to 7.0 µm and included options for thermally resolved sizing at 40, 150, 360, and15

400 ◦C. These sizes generally include most of the CCN activating at S <0.2 %, those
expected to be activated in MBL clouds and which correspond to aerosol sizes larger
than the Hoppel minimum (Hoppel et al., 1994) discussed below. Two condensation nu-
clei counters (TSI Mod. 3010) were operated with condenser temperature 22 ◦C below
the evaporator to measure total aerosol number density >0.010 µm. One CN counter20

(hereafter referred to as CNcold) was without a heated inlet to measure ambient CN
and the other was coupled to a heater operated at 360 ◦C to obtain non-volatile aerosol
number >0.010 µm (CNhot). CNvol is CNcold-CNhot. An ultrafine CN (UCN) counter
(TSI Mod. 3025A) provided the number of particles >0.003 µm; an Aerodynamic Par-
ticle Sizer (APS – TSI 3321) provided size spectra from 0.7 to 7.0 µm; light scattering25

extinction was provided by a 3-wavelength TSI integrating nephelometer (model 3563).
A 1 µm size cut impactor was switched in to alternately provide total and submicrome-
ter scattering. Two Differential Mobility Analyzers (DMAs) were used to obtain particle
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size distributions. One was a TSI long DMA (LDMA, TSI 3081 with custom electron-
ics) that measured particles between 0.1–0.5 µm in 60 s scans every 90 s. A radial
DMA (rDMA; with custom electronics) scanned from 0.01–0.2 µm and was equipped
with thermal denuders to measure size distributions before and after heating to 360 ◦C.
Both DMAs were equipped with grab samplers to ensure that entire scans (and sets5

of unheated/heated scans) used single air samples. We note that all size distributions
and concentrations reported here are corrected to STP (T =25 ◦C, 1013 mb) so that
they are conserved over altitude changes and can be compared to mixing ratios such
as CO.

CO and CNhot are employed here to provide gas and aerosol indicators to identify10

layers most likely to be influenced by combustion. The CO e-folding time in the tropics
is near two months (Staudt et al., 2001) and CO is largely conserved during cloud
processes. Over the transport time scales here (<2 weeks) it provides a tracer for
combustion influences in both the FT and MBL. In contrast, CNhot is scavenged in
cloud but is expected to be stable in the FT.15

Because CNhot is less commonly used, we show here the size-resolved influence
of heating to 360 ◦C as measured by our rDMA. PASE spent little time in the FT and
most of that was quick profiling up and down, so thermal DMA measurements were rare
because they take several minutes so are usually done only on level legs. However, two
examples are shown for research flight (RF) 8 in Fig. 1. This was a flight with layers of20

both elevated and low CO layers above the inversion.
Fig. 1a shows unheated (dashed) and heated (solid) distributions taken at 2250 m

with CO at 80 ppb. Note the mono-modal unheated distribution with a peak near
0.09 µm. About 50 % of the number (area under plot) remain after heating. Many are
shifted to much smaller sizes while the rest are volatilized. The distribution in Fig. 1b25

was taken at 1250 m altitude with low CO at 57 ppbv. The unheated distribution is
bimodal with a dominant mode near 0.04 µm in diameter with a secondary mode
above 0.1 µm. Less than 10 % remain after heating. Size resolved measurements for
similar cases (not shown) indicate that many of these residual particles derive from
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aerosol in the larger mode that has lost various amounts of volatile material (similar to
Fig. 1a). The smaller size mode appears to completely volatilize (Fig. 1b), consistent
with them nucleated from sulfuric acid in cloud outflow (Clarke et al., 1999a). These
residual heated distributions are designated CNhot while the volatile mode are the
CNvol (=CNcold−CNhot). Because these thermally resolved size distributions are in-5

frequent, the rapid (1 Hz) measurement of CNhot and CNvol are used to provide insight
into aerosol variability linked to size at the time scales required during profiles. The CN-
hot typically track with the larger size range >0.08 µm and are better CCN at the low S
characteristic of MBL clouds near CI.

4 Aerosol vertical profiles and transport10

Although most flight time during PASE focused upon boundary layer measurements
for flux studies, many flights included brief profiles into the FT. Two examples (Fig. 2)
illustrate the flight patterns and gas and aerosol layers common for PASE. These were
typically flown in a region approximately 500 km from CI where we would carry out
stacked MBL legs interrupted occasionally with profiles through the inversion to about15

3–4 km. Based upon observed CO values (Fig. 2a, b), we identify RF03 as a “low
CO” and RF08 as “high CO” case. PASE flights 1–7 tended to have more low CO
conditions and flights 8–14 tended to have higher CO (Simpson, 2010). However, as
evident for RF08, both lower and higher CO values occur in layers at various altitudes.
Such “layers” are commonly associated with increases in sulfur dioxide (SO2), CCN,20

and CNhot (Fig. 2d, f, h), as expected for a combustion source. Approximately 100 FT
profiles between the trade wind inversion (TWI) and 3 km or higher were done during
the 14 PASE flights. The TWI height is calculated for each flight but was often located
near 1300 m (Conley et al., 2011).
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5 Natural aerosol from convective outflow

First we consider transport processes associated with the lower CO conditions exem-
plified by RF03 in Fig. 2. Such “clean” layers aloft are characterized by smaller more
volatile particles observed in deep convective outflow (Clarke et al., 1999b) and com-
monly linked to trajectories reaching back to ITCZ convection. Most PASE flights were5

similar to those indicated in Fig. 2. One mission, RF04 (15 August), was dedicated to
exploring cloud outflow in the ITCZ below 6 km. Our trajectories (see below) and winds
suggested that this type of ITCZ outflow was a typical source of similar low CO layers
commonly observed above CI.

Because of the distance to ITCZ convection, the limited flight time and the altitude10

constraints of the C-130 aircraft, this flight required a target-cloud that was accessi-
ble to the C-130 and active but detraining below 6 km. Such clouds were evident in
less intense convection along the southern boundary of the ITCZ. This was identified
by reviewing IR imagery the night before and selecting a cloud (Fig. 3a) with cloud
top temperatures indicative of outflow near 5 km and predicted to advect within range15

(near 4.5◦ N, 157◦ W) the next day. This approach was similar to previously studied
cloud-outflow altitudes referenced above but at lower altitudes than some of the more
convective ITCZ clouds.

The selected cloud feature was higher than most of the surrounding trade wind cloud
fields, like those in the linear along-wind cloud features evident in Fig. 3a. Numerous20

profiles were flown around this precipitating cloud near mid-day because earlier studies
in Tasmania and the ITCZ, had revealed favorable photochemistry for nucleation of
sulfuric acid existed by local noon (Clarke et al., 1998a). The initial RF04 profile to 6 km
confirmed the major cloud outflow was between 4.0 and 4.5 km. Subsequent profiles
to outflow altitudes included horizontal legs flown east, west and south of the cloud.25

CNhot are near 360 cm−3 at the surface but are highly scavenged in the outflow layer
(Fig. 3b) while volatile CN (CNvol) are low near the surface but approach 3000 cm−3 in
the outflow (Fig. 3c), which reflects their localized production.
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Data for one such profile (Fig. 4) highlight key characteristics of the aerosol and re-
lated measurements. CN and UCN values (Fig. 4a) are similar from the surface to 3 km
but UCN generally exceed CN values at higher altitudes reflecting the small nuclei in
the 3–10 nm range associated with recent nucleation. Number concentrations peak in
the outflow region near 4300 m and color coded number distributions on the right con-5

firm their peak size near 20 nm with smaller sizes extending below the DMA detection
limit of 10 nm. Largest sizes evident below 2 km are depleted in this layer consistent
with the corresponding minimum in CNhot (about 20 cm−3). As this convective cloud
was rooted to updrafts from the MBL (evident visually), this indicates cloud scavenging
of most CCN.10

CO in the cloud outflow at 4200 m is 60 ppbv compared to 60–63 ppbv measured
below 1000 m for the four profiles (Fig. 4b). CO varies between 54 and 60 ppbv in the
intervening layers. CNhot in the outflow is near ∼60 cm−3 compared to ∼270 cm−3 be-
low 1000 m and with values of 150±30 cm−3 in the intervening layers. If we assume no
mixing of BL air with the intervening layers during convection then this implies a lower15

limit of ∼80 % scavenging of the CNhot (and CCN) in the outflow. Any mixing of cloud
scavenged air during convection with intervening layers will tend to increase CNhot
and lower CO. The ∼1–2 ppbv lower value for CO in the outflow compared to the BL
could be due to mixing of about 20–30 % of the intervening layer air and this could
contribute ∼30–50 cm−3 additional CNhot (if none are scavenged) to the outflow. This20

would imply an increase in the estimated scavenged fraction of BL CNhot to ∼90 % or
more. Hence, we consider 90 % to be a reasonable lower estimate for scavenging of
BL CNhot and CCN for this cloud outflow near 4 km.

Ozone is higher immediately above and below the layer of elevated RH (ca 3500 m
and 4500 m) which is consistent with generally higher ozone in the FT. The lower value25

for ozone at the outflow altitudes reflects the lofting and mixing of the MBL air with
lower ozone. SO2 also has a relative maximum in the outflow near 4000 m, probably
related to both pumping aloft and conversion from DMS. This provides a source for
sulfuric acid that leads to nucleation, as previously shown for the equatorial region
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(Clarke et al., 1999b). Particles grow rapidly in these outflow layers until precursors are
depleted, reaching sizes around 30–40 nm in this case. Because coagulation for these
sizes is slow, these aged distributions can be stable until subsidence and entrainment
brings them into contact with new sources.

6 Combustion aerosol from convective outflow5

The low CO case above can be compared to RF 14 on 6 September 2007, one of
the higher CO flights. In order to explore the relation of our in-situ measurements in
these layers to potential source regions we merge our C-130 data into NOAA HYSPLIT
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration HYbrid Single Particle Lagrangian
Integrated Trajectory) trajectory files (Draxler and Hess, 1997, 1998; Draxler, 1999).10

The back trajectories are generated through linear interpolation of trajectory fields for
every 10 s and combined with our merged aircraft dataset, providing approximately
50 m resolution during vertical profiles. An example is shown in Fig. 5 for a complete
profile from RF 14 where C-130 measurements are color scaled and mapped onto
corresponding HYSPLIT trajectories. Figure 5a, shows trajectories colored by aircraft15

altitude above the inversion. Colors range from blue for lower altitudes near 1200 m to
red at higher altitudes near 3200 m. Most elevated CO layers in the FT near CI were
found within this range (see below). This 3-D visualization reveals that the air between
1200 m to 2200 m over CI had subsided during transport from SA. Above 2200 m air
was associated with BL marine air that initially flowed from the SE into the ITCZ where20

it was lofted up to 6 km before subsiding to about 3 km near CI.
Figure 5b shows the same trajectories projected onto latitude and longitude and

colored by time in days before arrival at the aircraft position. The circular features su-
perimposed on the trajectories about 9 days back are sized in proportion to HYSPLIT
estimated rainfall. These features follow the topography of the Andes mountains in SA25

toward the east and to a cluster of convective elements in the ITCZ to the north. Trajec-
tories colored by measured CO (Fig. 5c) show highest CO for trajectories that passed
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over SA within a few degrees of the equator between 60◦ W and 80◦ W. Lowest CO val-
ues are associated with those in the BL marine air transported to the ITCZ and lofted
by convection.

The altitude vs. longitude projection of these profiles color coded with CO and CN-
hot (Fig. 5d, e) reveal highest CO for trajectories encountered just above the inversion5

(ca. 1200 m) at CI. These subsided from altitudes east of the Andes near the equator
about 9–11 days before. They are also enhanced in CNhot, consistent with non-volatile
combustion derived CN. The marked variation in trajectory altitudes east of the Andes
occurs in the region of deep convection indicated by the HYSPLIT rainfall and consis-
tent with both the Andes topography followed by subsidence en-route to the CI study10

area. Near 3 km on the CI profile, the in-situ measurements are very different for the
trajectories from the ITCZ where they were rapidly lifted in deep convection feed by
BL flow from the SSE. These trajectories also have the lowest CO on the profile (and
also low ozone not shown) consistent with clean aged BL air from the Southern Hemi-
sphere. These trajectories represent clean air outflow from the ITCZ scavenged of15

larger aerosol (low CNhot) and enhanced in volatile nuclei (not shown), as discussed
previously for Fig. 4. Although trajectory patterns differed from flight to flight, the inter-
leaving of layers with combustion influence and clean layers were common and form
the basis for the analysis that follows.

Although individual trajectories in excess of 10 days are often questionable, this20

equatorial region is commonly associated with stable and persistent winds after they
leave SA. The example above shows the marked differences in air mass physiochem-
istry over the profile correspond to the altitudes showing marked difference in 12 day
back trajectories. This would be expected and builds confidence in these trajectories
for this region. Below we argue that convective activity associated with both of these25

distant air mass injections and subsequent transport constitute teleconnections to the
BL aerosol and CCN over the central equatorial Pacific.

The Cloud Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO;
http://www-calipso.larc.nasa.gov/products/lidar/browse images/production/) provide
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additional support of the HYSPLIT clustering of trajectories over the equatorial Ama-
zon region and evidence of convective lofting associated with precipitation. CALIPSO
passes over this region can resolve convective cloud features and indicate inferred
aerosol over altitude ranges Fig. 6 shows CALIPSO products near 65◦ W (8/27), and
near 75◦ W (8/28) that match the time and location for the back trajectories shown in5

Fig. 5. The pass near 65◦ W shows a continental pollution 3–5 km thick (orange layer)
extending continuously over two thousand kilometers. High clouds near 13 km and
7 km show frequent total attenuation (black) often associated with precipitation and
scattered thunderstorms. The pass near 75◦ W and between 2◦ N and 6◦ S shows deep
convection and heavy precipitation over the western Amazon basin near the Andes10

which is common at this time of year (Negri et al., 2000). Comparison with Fig. 5b
shows that HYSPLIT trajectories indicate precipitation at this time. CALIPSO also
reveals two aerosol layers both at the surface and aloft near equatorial clouds as well
as above the Andes, consistent with the lifting, transport and expected scavenging of
aerosol by this convection.15

7 Stratification of clean and combustion influenced air masses

Clean and combustion influenced layers, as shown in Fig. 2 and exemplified by the
distributions shown in Fig. 1, were evident on most flights. However, any given flight
presents an incomplete picture regarding the possible influence of combustion lay-
ers and any link to MBL aerosol properties or CCN. This is because layers aloft are20

often a few hundred meters thick and are subsiding and being entrained at about 0.4–
0.6 cms−1 (Clarke et al., 1996; Huebert et al., 1996; Conley et al., 2009). Hence it
takes on the order of a day for a layer to mix into the MBL. A combustion layer passing
over the Andes near 5 km and subsiding at 0.5±0.1 cms−1 will take roughly 10 days
to descend to the inversion (∼1300 m) in the central Pacific. Variations in horizontal25

winds and subsidence mean that some layers encounter the inversion a day or two
upwind or downwind of the CI region. Therefore, air we encountered in the PASE MBL
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was probably influenced by previously entrained layers that are no longer present in
the FT. Conversely, layers we encountered above the inversion will not have impacted
the MBL prior to reaching CI. Consequently, combustion layers measured in the FT
are seldom linked to same-day observations in the MBL. Moreover, the MBL reflects
a mix of aerosol from prior advection and entrainment that has been exposed to ad-5

ditional sources of gas (e.g. DMS) and aerosol (e.g. sea-salt) all modulated by cloud
processing. Hence, we focus our assessments on properties of aerosol transported in
the FT.

8 Gas, aerosol and CCN relationships

Figure 7a shows the linear relation between CNhot and CO from a layer in the FT10

near 2 km on RF14 color coded by CCN measured at 0.2 % saturation (CCN.2). Other
flights exhibit similar trends although slopes vary from case to case. This behavior is
distinct from the volatile CN (CNvol) that commonly vary inversely with CO (e.g. Fig. 4).
Figure 7b shows the relationship of CCN.2 to CNhot color-coded by flight number. This
relation persists throughout PASE and has a tendency for higher values toward the15

end of PASE when CO tended to be higher. The relation of CNhot and CCN.2 differ
somewhat for each flight but maintain a near 1 : 1 trend over the range of conditions
during PASE. CNhot tend to exhibit larger sizes than most natural volatile aerosol and
this accounts for their strong trend with CCN.2. Hence, we use the continuous CNhot
measurement as an approximation of CCN.2 during periods of ambient data gaps of20

the CCN instrument.
Here we use CO to stratify all of the PASE profile data into cases with low CO, ex-

pected to represent clean and aged air masses, and those with higher CO, indicative of
air more recently impacted by combustion sources. In order to select a threshold value
for CO for separating data we use histograms of PASE CO as shown in Fig. 8. Here,25

we use boundary layer, BL, for the surface mixed layer in the MBL (0–600 m); buffer
layer, BuL, for the MBL cloud layer (600–1300 m); lower FT for measurements made
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between 1300–3000 m and upper FT for observations above 3000 m. The different fre-
quency scales show the vast majority of time was spent below the trade wind inversion
with far fewer measurements in the FT. As we will want to compare excursions in par-
ticle behavior to excursions in combustion derived CO, we assume here that 50 ppbv
represents an effective equatorial Pacific background for CO free of combustion influ-5

ence. We later use CO-50 ppbv as a reference for deviations from clean air conditions
in this region.

Clear distinctions are evident in each of the histograms with a cluster of high fre-
quencies of occurrence of CO below about 63 ppbv (blue histograms) at all altitudes
and a broader range of values above that. The largest range of concentrations is ev-10

ident in the lower FT, where distinct air mass types can persist with limited mixing.
Values above 63 ppbv (red histograms) are least common above 3 km. The lowest CO
has been pumped aloft in the ITCZ and aged longer. Assuming a lifetime of 50 days
in the tropics (Staudt et al., 2001), FT air at 58 ppbv would drop to about 53 ppbv af-
ter about 4.5 days aloft. This could be shorter in regions of elevated hydroxyl radicals15

(OH), as expected around deep convective clouds. CO histograms in the BuL reflect
the mixing of CO concentrations in the BL with air in the lower FT. The narrowest range
of values are in the BL, as expected for an evolving mix of higher and lower values from
aloft.

We arbitrarily use CO at 63 ppbv to stratify various data into “low CO” (blue) and “high20

CO” (red) categories and show profiles for all PASE flights in Fig. 9. When CNhot and
CNvol (Fig. 9b, c) are stratified with these criteria the higher CO cases tend to have
higher CNhot and lower CNvol than those with CO <63 ppbv both in the FT and in
the MBL. Nominal MBL CCN (Fig. 9d), the number of particles larger than 80 nm (N80)
obtained from integrating measured size distributions larger than the Hoppel minimum,25

are also greater for the higher CO cases. Submicrometer light scattering, dominated
by optically active sizes between 0.1 and 1.0 µm, is elevated in air masses above the
mixed layer having higher CO (Fig. 9g), as also demonstrated in Fig. 7c.
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It is interesting to compare the various number profiles in Fig. 9b–f: CNhot, CNvol,
N80, CCN.2 and CCN.2-CCN.04 (CCN.04 are those activated at 0.04 % supersatu-
ration). CNvol are distinct in that they increase steadily with altitude while the others
all decrease or are variable. CNvol also show little difference with CO, indicating that
these smaller volatile aerosol are associated with sources aloft only weakly related to5

variations in CO. CNhot tend to be higher near the surface and decrease aloft with
a layered character. Large excursions are evident at a given altitude that correspond
to sequential data from level legs, indicating marked horizontal variability. CNhot are
also typically much higher when CO is elevated. There are fewer measurements of
N80 but these are quite similar to CCN.2 in their decrease with altitude but are slightly10

higher in MBL concentrations. This suggests that typical MBL cloud S that establishes
the Hoppel minimum near 80 nm is slightly above about 0.2 %. Higher CO aloft is gen-
erally associated with higher values for both. Because CCN larger than about 200 nm
are activated at low S near 0.04 %, we can subtract these CCN.04 from those mea-
sured at 0.2 %S to examine sizes that dominate CCN number typical of MBL clouds15

(Fig. 9f). This crude approach effectively removes the contribution of largest aerosol
(particularly larger sea-salt present below the inversion). Aloft there is little difference
from CCN.2 (Fig. 9e) as there are relatively few larger aerosol there. However, in the
MBL the CCN.2-CCN.04 are lower than the CCN.2 and show less variability.

In spite of more limited CCN measurements on the FT profiles the CCN0.2-CCN0.0420

are greater in the presence of enhanced CO (Fig. 9f). Less difference is evident in the
BL but mean values are only 20 cm−3 higher than those aloft. In the MBL values are
about 125 cm−3 compared to about 180 cm−3 for CCN.2 indicating an increase of about
55 cm−3 above FT values arising due to a combination of sea-salt production and or
aerosol growth into larger sizes above ∼200 nm. Lowest values aloft for N80, CNhot25

and CCN.2 are in the 30–50 cm−3 range and most common for lowest CO. This is
consistent with values previously discussed in conjunction with cloud outflow (Fig. 4)
suggesting that it accounts for the lower values of CCN.2 present in the FT in this
region.
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It is also interesting to note that elevated CO is associated with higher winds during
PASE (Fig. 9h) and more rapid transport. These higher winds may result in more effec-
tive ventilation of the surface ocean (Yang et al., 2011) leading to higher atmospheric
DMS concentrations (Fig. 9i) and potentially faster aerosol growth.

The CO stratification above is also applied to the combined size distributions mea-5

sured by the DMAs, OPC and APS in Fig. 10. These generally represent merges of
distributions collected over approximately 1 min. The stratified size distribution profiles
(Fig. 10a–d) represent means over the entire PASE campaign and can be viewed as
that expected for a PASE profile if low CO were present at all altitudes (Fig. 10a, c)
compared with a profile if CO were elevated at all altitudes (Fig. 10b, d). The dashed10

vertical reference line near 80 nm is included to reveal differences in sizes based on
this CO stratification. This value is chosen to visually separate sizes that are expected
to be CCN.2 (i.e. >80 nm) in typical PASE MBL clouds, as evident by the pronounced
Hoppel minimum in the BL.

Above 1500 m the number of particles larger than 80 nm (Fig. 10a, b) is significantly15

higher for the high CO cases. The number size distribution peaks are also shifted to
larger sizes by a factor of about 1.6, which corresponds to about 4 times as much
mass per particle. This difference is more evident in the particle surface area plots for
the FT (Fig. 10c, d). Below the inversion growth in this size range is linked to sulfate
production from DMS. DMS is highest in the BL and negligible in the FT (Fig. 9i) with20

active conversion in the BuL (Simpson, 2010).
These differences are more evident when separately averaging all measured clean

(Fig. 10e) and combustion-influenced (Fig. 10f) PASE number size distributions strati-
fied over selected altitude ranges. These ranges are chosen to reflect the mean mixed
layer (0–600 m), the BuL (600–1300 m), the layer just above the inversion (typically25

found near 1300–1700 m), and the adjacent FT (∼1700–2500 m) where CO layers
were most common (Fig. 9a). The FT distributions (black lines) with higher CO have
a number mode above 60 nm (Fig. 10f) while the lower CO case peaks at 40 nm
(Fig. 10e).
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For the clean case at slightly lower altitudes just above the inversion (1300–1700 m),
concentrations compared to the FT layer are the same near the Hoppel minimum,
greater at large sizes and lower at small sizes but total number (area under these
two curves) is approximately the same. Below the inversion in the BuL (cloud layer)
the Hoppel minimum is prominent near 80 nm (black dashed line) and concentrations5

exceed those in the FT for sizes greater than this minimum but are less for smaller
sizes. The two modes associated with the Hoppel minimum are larger at the lowest
altitude (BL) than the BuL, which suggests a net growth of smaller sizes through the
Hoppel minimum.

The general shape of the combustion-influenced distributions (Fig. 10f) reveals sim-10

ilarity of BL and BuL distributions and a greater fraction appear to have grown through
the Hoppel minimum, indicative of cloud processing. In the MBL, the relative reduction
in concentrations of sizes below the Hoppel minimum, relative to FT values, is a large
fraction of the relative increase in concentrations of particles larger than the Hoppel
minimum. These plots also demonstrate that there is a smaller fraction of aerosol that15

did not act as CCN in the MBL when CO is higher. This is consistent with more FT
aerosol being larger and more likely to be CCN compared to the low CO cases. How-
ever, it is important to note that the BL distributions represent the net effect of en-
trainment that took place upwind of measured profiles while the FT data are yet to be
entrained and will only influence the MBL over the next several days. We have also20

not yet accounted for sea-salt present in the MBL (Hudson et al., 2011) or the ob-
servations of vertical mixing near the end of PASE when winds and CO values were
generally higher and when boundary layer rolls were more prevalent.

We note that size distributions in Fig. 10 involve cloud outflow mixing with preex-
isting aged FT aerosol probably derived from similar processes in the past. Hence,25

both groupings include contributions from preexisting FT aerosol so they are less well
defined than distributions for individual cases (Fig. 1).

For a steady state inversion height, growth in the MBL will reflect sulfate conversion
from DMS during the residence time established by the balance between entrainment
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and divergence. Growth is expected to be greater for activated sizes than interstitial
sizes as their in-cloud surface areas will be far greater. Moreover, in-cloud aqueous
phase chemistry can add more mass than in clear air (Simpson, 2010).

9 Entrainment and regional CCN variability

The discussion above provides a context for looking at the variations in CCN during5

PASE. A comparison of the sizes above and below cloud (Fig. 10) reveals the de-
velopment of the Hoppel minimum near 80 nm, which is approximately the minimum
diameter for an ammonium bisulfate particle to activate at 0.2 %S, typical in trade wind
cumulus (Cu). This is the motivation for our use of CCN.2 as a representative measure
of actual CCN activated in this region. However, the width of this minimum indicates10

higher S near 0.3 % or so must have activated some dry sizes as small as 50 nm (grey
dashed lines in Fig. 10). Figure 10e, f indicates the typical diameter increases for the
larger activated sizes near 150 nm is about a factor of two while for the unactivated
mode near 40 nm it is closer to a factor of 1.4 (CO>63) to 1.6 (CO<63). This indi-
cates that larger activated sizes from the FT have increased their mass in the MBL by15

roughly a factor of 8 while the unactivated sizes have increased their mass about a fac-
tor of 3 (CO>63) to 4 (CO<63). Because the latter growth occurs on much smaller
sizes this mass represents only about 5 % of the total mass added to the aerosol.

We consider here the flight-by-flight variability in the altitude resolved CO, CNhot,
CNvol, CCN.2 and CCN.04. The difference of the latter two excludes the largest of20

the CCN activated at an S of 0.04 % corresponding to sizes above about 240 nm for
ammonium bisulfate and about 190 nm for sea-salt. In Fig. 11a we show measured CO
for each PASE flight averaged over three altitude ranges: BL (0–600 m), BuL (600 m
to the inversion) and above inversion (inversion to ca. 3 km). In spite of less data in
the BuL and least in the FT, there is enough for representative comparisons over all25

3 altitudes. Cases with elevated CO aloft are more evident in the second half of the
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experiment (Simpson, 2010) and CO in the MBL tends to be higher than the FT in
early flights.

In panel 11b (and Fig. 9b) CNhot in the FT tend to be lower than in the BuL and BL.
This is due to both addition of non-volatile sea-salt at the surface but also the growth
from smaller to larger sizes that can lead to reduced volatile number (Fig. 1). The CNvol5

in Fig. 11c are clearly higher in the FT but rapidly decrease in the BuL and generally
have lowest values in the BL. This rapid decrease indicates effective removal of the
smaller CNvol in the BuL via unresolved cloud related processes. Variations in CCN.2
in panel 11d show both absolute and relative concentrations are similar to variations
in CNhot except for the anomalous ITCZ cloud flight, RF04. Panel 11e demonstrates10

CCN.04 for each flight are a small fraction of the CCN.2 and their concentrations in
the FT are less than the BL or Bul both because there is sea-salt produced in the BL
and because growth to larger sizes is most active below the inversion. Their relative
contribution is largest in the BuL on the more polluted flights such as 8 and 12–14 (also
where CO is a maximum in the BuL) and indicates active entrainment.15

In order to better reveal the trends for the smaller CCN.2 that dominate CCN in MBL
clouds we subtract the average CCN.04 from the average CCN.2 at each altitude to get
the plot in Fig. 11f. The number of data points in these averages varies from flight to
flight because each flight varied in the amount of time at each altitude range (Fig. 2) and
because the CCN counter was not always making ambient measurements for the entire20

flight. Nevertheless, these CCN from the FT contribute about 80 % (±20 %) to similar
sizes that dominate CCN in the MBL (i.e. CCN0.2-CCN0.4). This percentage would
trend larger if we included the contributions from sizes below 80 nm in the FT that grew
through the Hoppel minimum when activated by higher than average S (e.g. between
grey and black dashed lines in Fig. 10). Once activated in cloud (perhaps during the25

entrainment process) these can add mass heterogeneously and, in subsequent cloud
cycles, will be more favored to activate at a lower S. These observations confirm most
CCN in MBL clouds over CI were derived from the FT via entrainment.
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Moreover, the variations between these concentrations (Fig. 11f) at different altitudes
on a given flight are generally smaller than the intra-flight variations. Because PASE
flights were typically separated by two or three days, this shows that synoptic scale
variations in CCN between flights at all altitudes exceed typical differences between
the MBL and FT concentrations on a given flight. This indicates MBL CCN.2 must5

respond on a similar 2–3 day time scale to variations in FT concentrations and implies
that these concentrations are in pseudo-equilibrium.

These features are also expressed in the campaign mean values shown in Table 1.
As in Fig. 11, the data have been averaged over all flights for values near the surface
(BL), below the inversion (BuL) and above the inversion (FT <3 km). Here, measured10

CCN activated 0.4 %S (CCN.4) has also been included to provide a sense of the sen-
sitivity of the number of CCN to actual supersaturations between 0.2–0.4 %. The last
two columns also include the means for the BL and BuL, after subtracting values from
above the inversion. CNhot are substantial aloft but increase toward the surface re-
flecting both the contributions of non-volatile sea salt aerosol (SSA) and the increase15

in size from uptake of sulfate that tends to leave some residual mass at smallest sizes
when heated (see discussion below). This growth can effectively convert some CNvol
to larger sizes that may be detected as CNhot.

The total CN averaged over the PASE campaign are 438, 429 and 533 cm−3 for sur-
face, below and above the inversion respectively. Because nucleation in the MBL was20

not evident and as non-volatile SSA will contribute to CNhot, then a marked reduction in
the CNvol entrained into the MBL indicates rapid loss of smaller volatile particles in the
BuL, perhaps associated with the cloud-related entrainment process. Size distributions
of SSA larger than about 750 nm include about 2.5 cm−3 in the BL and about 1.2 cm−3

in BuL. Enhanced MBL surface area below ∼1500 m (Fig. 10) is primarily due to sea-25

salt and can be compared to dry SSA size distributions established for breaking waves
(Clarke et al., 2006). That data showed about 8 % of the freshly produced SSA number
were larger than 750 nm and 50 % (∼a factor of 6 more) were larger than about 80 nm.
Assuming the shape of the SSA distribution is the same for PASE, scaling by ∼6 times
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the observed concentration above 750 nm implies SSA on PASE should include about
15 cm−3 larger than 80 nm (nominal CCN.2) in the lower BL and about 15 cm−3 (total)
or 8 cm−3 larger than 80 nm in the BuL.

Subtracting these estimated SSA from the measured CCN.2 we are left with the
sub-750 nm non-SSA CCN.2 as 177 cm−3 (192 cm−3 minus 15 cm−3) in the BL (similar5

to Hudson et al., 2011) and 174 cm−3 (182 cm−3 minus 8 cm−3) in BuL. Because the
mean above-inversion CCN.2 concentration is around 125 cm−3 this suggests there are
about 50 cm−3 more non-SSA CCN.2 in the BuL and BL than aloft. These estimates
imply that increases in both CCN and CNhot below the inversion are primarily a result
of growth through the Hoppel minimum to larger sizes, as indicated in Fig. 10b.10

10 Entrainment scales and mixing into the MBL

The above observations confirm that patchy layers of enhanced combustion aerosol
several hundred meters thick can subside as rivers of pollution that ultimately encounter
the inversion and become entrained into the MBL. Consequently, we expect some gra-
dients of CO and aerosol in the MBL to vary not only due to the differences in spatial15

scales, concentration and thickness of such layers but also the wind shear, turbulence
and cloud activity etc. Investigating MBL aerosol gradients within our sampling strategy
was not planned but boundary layer variations in CO and aerosol properties were often
evident (e.g. Fig. 2).

In RF05 we flew our sample pattern across a BL gradient that persisted over 6 h and20

showed corresponding variations of CO with CCN.2 and aerosol features (Fig. 12a).
The only profile that day into the FT around 18:00 UTC also reveals enhanced CO
aloft that varies with CCN.2 (Fig. 12b). For this profile, MBL CO was well mixed up to
about 800 m where it increased to about 59 ppbv. This value held up to the inversion
near 1340 m (solid grey line) above which it increased to 63 ppbv. Measurements from25

a later profile (Fig. 12c) around 00:30 UTC and located about 50 km east of the first
profile reveal enhanced CO and CCN.2 present at lower altitudes.
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Wind directions varied systematically from about 80–100◦ with a period of about
90 min and wind speeds were 8–11 ms−1 in the MBL and about 14 ms−1 above the
inversion. The gradient in CO over the Vs persisted over flight duration but trended
lower by about 1 ppbv as the air advected through the V pattern (not shown). Since wind
direction remains approximately constant, this gradient and these profiles demonstrate5

active entrainment of air with elevated CO through the inversion and into the BuL and
BL. However, given the presence of both velocity and directional wind shear across the
inversion, entrainment rates for patchy FT pollution layers are difficult to quantify.

The size distribution (not shown) from the 2000 m layer of elevated CO (Fig. 12b) was
shifted to the larger sizes characteristic of “high CO” distributions as shown in Figs. 110

and 10b. Here about half the number are larger than 80 nm and will be immediately
CCN.2 in the MBL. There was also enhanced volume (mass) evident around a mode
diameter of 0.15 µm in this layer. Even so, this is only about one third the mass present
for this mode in the MBL. Consequently, even though this combustion aerosol aloft can
contribute to the flux of sulfate mass into the MBL (Simpson, 2010) the associated15

mixing and divergence would actually reduce (dilute) the MBL mass concentrations. In
contrast, because the associated CN (not shown) and CCN.2 number concentrations
are greater at 2000 m (Fig. 12b) than in the MBL, entrainment will lead to a concurrent
increase of CN and CCN.2 concentrations in the MBL.

The common trend evident in CNhot and CCN.2 with CO (Fig. 12a) indicate entrain-20

ment is influencing all three observations over a 100 km scale in the BL. In this case,
CCN.2 increases from about 170 cm−3 to 225 cm−3 or about 30 % as CO increases
from 58 to 61 ppbv, implying active entrainment of FT air. If the gradient in aerosol was
driven by precipitation scavenging (very low in this region) we would not expect to see
a gradient in CO as it would be conserved for this process.25

When CO remains in the 60–61 ppbv range the AMS sulfate (Fig. 12a) increases
from about 4 to 5 µgm−3, far more than corresponding changes in CCN.2 and CN-
hot. This may result from the continued addition of sulfate mass to the entrained
CCN.2 after they reaches their peak concentration. This apparent addition occurs in
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the region where greatest cloud density was evident in the BuL based upon measured
reductions in downwelling UV radiance and in-flight video observations (not shown).
We speculate that in-cloud processes may be responsible for this relative increase in
mass (Simpson, 2010). Also note that all CO values lie just below our threshold of
63 ppbv for “ low CO ”, indicating that even this low value does not ensure combustion5

aerosol will be excluded. We note that Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS; http://earthdata.nasa.gov/data/nrt-data/rapid-response) imagery (not shown)
commonly showed similar streets of clouds adjacent to cloud free regions along the
wind that may travel together for several days. These differences are a reminder that
sampling a representative aerosol, even in the most remote oceanic regions, needs to10

be considered carefully and with attention to cloud features.

11 Discussion and conclusions

Repeated flight patterns in the equatorial Pacific flown during PASE revealed the re-
lation between FT and MBL aerosol in the equatorial Pacific and its variability. Data
characterized by CO greater and less than 63 ppbv was used to stratify aerosol layers15

associated with more natural processes in this region and those impacted by combus-
tion. The resulting mean profiles in Fig. 10 and the altitude averaged distributions are
illustrative but the averaging tends to broaden the modes and mask variability present
on a given profile, as evident in Fig. 1. Even so, the areas (proportional to total number)
under all of these distributions in Fig. 10e, f are clearly similar, indicating that number is20

largely conserved through subsidence and entrainment. This is also indicative of weak
in-cloud coagulation and removal, consistent with the low rainfall in this region. The
negligible contributions to sizes below 20 nm in the MBL and the presence of smaller
sizes in the FT than the MBL confirm that nucleation in the MBL is not a significant
contribution to aerosol number. The mean profiles for both lower and higher CO on25

PASE (Fig. 9b, f) demonstrate that the MBL number population, other than sea-salt, is
directly linked to the FT distribution. This confirms most of the population is typically
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resupplied through entrainment from the FT rather than nucleation and growth in the
MBL.

The case study of ITCZ convection on RF04 demonstrated scavenging of boundary
layer marine aerosol and CCN was about 90 % effective and nucleation was active in
this outflow region. This example is taken to represent processes in ITCZ regions that5

influence scavenged layers with elevated nuclei and low CO encountered in the FT
near CI.

The mean FT size distribution above the inversion for higher CO in Fig. 10f has
a mode diameter about a factor of two smaller (about an order of magnitude less
mass per particle) than observed in combustion outflow near SA using these same10

instruments (Moore II et al., 2003) and these are far below sizes reported for Amazon
biomass burning at the surface (Rissler et al., 2006; Soto-Garcı́a et al., 2011). Deep
convection over the Amazon has been found to loft aerosol to 10 km while scavenging
about 90 % of the accumulation mode before advection out over the Pacific (Andreae
et al., 2001). Surface studies in the Venezuelan Andes near 4800 m also argue for ac-15

tive scavenging of BL aerosol lofted into the FT (Schmeissner et al., 2011). Typically
the larger sizes are those most effectively scavenged. Even so, under high smoke con-
ditions, suppression of precipitation can allow smoke to be lofted through clouds to
altitudes above 5 km without removal (Andreae et al., 2004).

In order to identify which mechanism is most consistent with PASE data, we consider20

excursions in CO above a nominal background of 50 ppbv as a conservative gas-phase
tracer to compare with aerosol variations. We then compare the ratio of aerosol to CO-
50 on PASE compared to similar ratios nearer sources. We consider the relation of
aerosol light scattering to CO and the relation of CNhot to CO as we have made mea-
surements of both near sources in South America. Using the above-inversion flight25

averages for light scattering (not shown) we obtained a mean slope of scattering (dom-
inated by accumulation mode aerosol) vs. CO of 0.15 Mm−1 ppbv−1 with an R2 of 0.85
(excluding RF06). This is about 10 to 20 % of the slope we have obtained on vari-
ous experiments (Clarke and Kapustin, 2010) near combustion sources. Our recent
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unpublished data for biomass burning aerosol off the coast of South America during
VOCALS have values near 1 Mm−1 ppbv−1. If we accounted for the slow destruction of
CO during transport, the mean slope for PASE would be even lower. Hence, our data
is consistent with most CO layers above the inversion being preferentially scavenged
of most aerosol during deep convection near their source (e.g. Fig. 5b).5

A similar conclusion is reached if we compare the relation of CNhot to CO (e.g.
Fig. 7a). These show about a factor of 4–5 reduction in the ratio of CNhot to CO near
sources and consistent with similar conclusions for high altitude combustion plumes off
SA based on comparisons of CNhot with ozone (Moore II et al., 2003). Because the ac-
cumulation mode dominates light scattering and because it is typically greatly reduced10

in these plumes they are not readily detected by satellite. For example, the strongest
scattering layers on PASE were about 10 Mm−1 (Fig. 7c) and, if distributed over a typi-
cal 300 m layer, the contributions to AOD would be only 0.03 and with most other layers
being far less. Nor are residual CCN from prior scavenging well represented in most
current models. However, these observations and the significance of combustion de-15

rived aerosol in the FT and its impact on MBL CCN confirm their importance to global
models (Merikanto et al., 2009).

These scavenged combustion layers over the central Pacific contribute effective
CCN.2 when entrained into the MBL. Combustion derived aerosol are typically larger
sizes and differ in composition from the aerosol nucleated in ITCZ outflow and domi-20

nated by sulfuric acid (Clarke et al., 1999b). Measurements in combustion aerosol over
the Amazon show that organic carbon (OC) dominates aerosol mass. Over half of it
is volatile upon heating to 360 ◦C and largely water soluble (Soto-Garcı́a et al., 2011).
Even greater OC fractions were observed in the wet season (Gunthe et al., 2009) and
both periods reveal larger OC fraction (up to 90 %) in the Aitken size range. These were25

argued to be effective CCN but with a reduced hygroscopicity parameter, κ, of 0.1 at
50 nm compared to 0.2 at 200 nm. Although evidence of nucleation has been seen at
altitude above the Amazon, the low SO2 and sulfuric acid production cannot explain the
observed rate of growth of these aerosol and biogenic volatile organic carbon probably
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plays a role (Martin et al., 2010) and references therein. Consequently, it is likely that
the cloud-scavenged combustion aerosol seen aloft during PASE is enhanced in OC
until entrained into the MBL where gas to particle conversion will increase the relative
sulfate fraction.

As mentioned earlier, nuclei formed in ITCZ outflow are mostly volatile and consistent5

with nucleation from measured sulfuric acid. Our flight averaged data for volatile CN
in Fig. 11 (and Table 1) shows these smaller nuclei are preferentially depleted when
entrained into the MBL compared to the larger sizes more effective as CCN. Even
though these outflow nuclei are a major source of FT aerosol number they appear
to contribute far less to MBL CCN.2 than those linked to higher CO from long range10

transport, at least during the biomass burning season. This also indicates that unless
an airmass is well scavenged by deep convection (as in the RF04 outflow example)
and precursors are introduced into an FT with low preexisting aerosol, then nucleation
and subsequent growth to larger sizes may be suppressed (Clarke, 1993; Merikanto
et al., 2009). Enhanced scavenging of these smaller sizes have been observed and15

modeled to increase by an order of magnitude as sizes decrease from about 50 to
10 nm diameter in response to various processes (Andronache et al., 2006) acting on
aerosol mixed up into precipitating cloud. However, the Andronache et al. study did not
consider interaction of cloud droplets with entrained dry FT/BuL air, as occurring here
during PASE.20

We argue from Table 1 that a mean CCN.2 of 190 cm−3 in the MBL during PASE,
approximately 125 cm−3 were entrained as CCN.2 from the FT and about 15 cm−3

were produced as SSA. We also argued that about another 50 cm−3 grew into sizes
effective as CCN.2 in the MBL. It is clear that the surface area (Fig. 10c, d) and mass
of these aerosol are strongly influenced by their growth in the MBL. Growth in this25

region is driven by the surface source of DMS and resulting accumulation of sulfate
aerosol upon their surface (Clarke et al., 1996; Simpson, 2010). The amount of mass
accumulated will depend upon variations in the source strength of DMS, wind speed,
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photochemical processes, cloud presence, scavenging and the entrainment rate of the
aerosol from the FT.

Assuming a near constant source strength of DMS and weak aerosol removal due
to low cloud amount and precipitation in the PASE region, and other things being
equal, then lower entrainment (weaker divergence) rates will lead to increased resi-5

dence times and more uptake per particle (growth) than for higher entrainment. This
also assumes that the in-cloud coagulation in these predominantly non-precipitating
trade-wind clouds is small. The surface area plots and the size distribution changes ev-
ident in Fig. 10 show that most of the accumulated mass will occur on sizes larger than
the Hoppel minimum. Out-of-cloud growth rates for sub-CCN.2 sizes are calculated to10

be on the order of 10 nm per day and much slower for larger sizes. In this region of low
precipitation, the Hoppel minimum indicates most growth is likely dominated by in-cloud
processes (Simpson, 2010) and by the uptake of sulfuric acid. Growth of sizes smaller
than the Hoppel minimum into larger sizes is expected to be slow unless precipitation
events scavenge most of the larger sizes. However, when combustion layers are en-15

trained from above the inversion (e.g. Fig. 12) they contribute sizes that can fill in the
Hoppel minimum. Entrainment is expected to be near cloud top in the BuL where they
can readily activate and participate in heterogeneous growth processes. For estimated
entrainment rates of about 0.5 cms−1 (Clarke et al., 1996; Conley et al., 2009), the air
in the MBL can be diluted by a factor of two in about 2 days. Hence, this process can20

be an effective way to resupply CCN.2 directly into the Hoppel minimum size range in
addition to growth of smaller sizes in the MBL. This increase of CCN in clean regions,
where cloud properties are susceptible to small changes in aerosol, can have a dispro-
portionate effects upon the regional energy balance (Yang et al., 2012) that is larger
than from the first indirect effect (Twomey, 1974) alone.25

FT aerosol were found to be strongly influenced by sources linked to ITCZ cloud
outflow for CO <63 ppbv and by combustion sources for CO>63 ppbv. Trajectories for
many elevated CO layers were from the Amazon after passing over the Andes moun-
tains at about 5 km altitude. Mean subsidence rates of about 0.5 cms−1 over 10 000 km
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brought these layers to the top of the TWI near Christmas Island after about 10 days or
so. Hence, FT transport can provide a teleconnection between MBL aerosol over the
central equatorial pacific and combustion aerosol (CO>63 ppbv) convected aloft over
South America. Alternately, the FT also provides a teleconnection to ITCZ aerosol out-
flow (CO<63 ppbv) often about 3000 km or more away. CCN entrained for the former5

higher CO cases can be 30 % higher than the latter low CO cases.
These sources and associated FT aerosol accounted for most of the CCN active

in MBL clouds in this region and were entrained at sizes already effective as CCN.
Concurrent flight-to-flight variations in these CCN at all three altitudes indicated the
MBL concentrations were in quasi-equilibrium with the FT source on a scale of about10

3 days. These observations suggest CCN in other regions may be similarly influenced
via meteorologically preferred teleconnections in the FT to cloud scavenged aerosol
from other distant upwind sources.

Virtually all MBL sulfate produced is accumulated on the larger entrained FT aerosol
active as CCN in the MBL. No evidence for nucleation was found in the MBL and the15

smaller more volatile sizes nucleated in ITCZ cloud outflow appeared to be most rapidly
depleted when mixed into the MBL. Hence, the so-called CLAW hypothesis (Charlson
et al., 1987) is not effective in enhancing aerosol number active as CCN over this region
at the time and season of PASE. However, the feedback mechanism between DMS and
MBL CCN (Shaw et al., 1998) driven via cloud pumping of precursors aloft followed by20

nucleation in the FT remains a possibility when the influence of continental aerosol
from long range transport is low.
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Table 1. Mean concentrations of key parameters in lower BL, BuL and FT <3 km.

BL BuL FT<3 km BL minus FT<3 km BuL minus FT<3 km

CO (ppbv) 63 63 61 2 2
O3 (pbbv) 18 20 25 −7 −5
SO2 (pptv) 52 38 37 15 2
DMS (pptv) 71 36 5 66 31
CNhot (cm−3) 253 212 158 95 55
CNvol (cm−3) 185 217 375 −191 −158
CNtot (cm−3) 438 429 533 −95 −104
CCN.04 (cm−3) 63 56 24 39 32
CCN.2 (cm−3) 192 182 125 67 57
CCN.4 (cm−3) 241 235 187 54 48
ScatTot (Mm−1) 31 15 2 29 13
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Fig. 1. Examples of DMA distributions in the FT from RF08 for a low CO layer and high CO
layer before (dotted) and after heating to 360 ◦C (solid).
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Fig. 2. Examples of a low CO (RF03, 13 August, left column) and higher CO (RF08, 25 August
right column) flights with selected data color coded along path as indicated. Black line indicates
no data available.
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Fig. 3. OES image (a) showing cloud targeted for RF04 study. Flight path plots (bottom) color
coded with CNhot (b) and CNvol (c). Horizontal legs to west, south and east flown in outflow
layers at 4.3 km show marked depletions of CNhot and strong enhancement of CNvol relative
to MBL.
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Fig. 4. Example profile for RF04 cloud study. Left panel shows CNhot generally decreases
with altitude and is anti-correlated with CNcold and UCN. Middle panel shows DMS maximum
near surface is depleted above inversion, as is total aerosol light scattering. Enhanced outflow
between 3600–4400 m is associated with higher RH and shows increased nucleation. Reduced
CNhot is most evident near 4300 m where SO2 and CO are close to surface values (see text
for details).
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Fig. 5. Back trajectories for RF14 color coded with (a) aircraft start altitude for 3-D trajectories,
(b) date on latitude-longitude projection with HYSPLIT precipitation expressed in marker size.
The blue circles in the lower left corner exemplify precipitation intensities of 1/5/10 mmh−1.
Plot (c) shows measured CO on latitude-longitude projection, (d) CO on vertical projection and
(e) CNhot on vertical projection. Note that N/S distances are magnified by a factor of 5 relative
to E/W.
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Fig. 6. CALIPSO data for indicated times and locations associated with back trajectories to
these locations shown in Fig. 5. Strong pollution from biomass burning fills the Amazon basin
(top-orange). Deep convection in the region of maximum Amazonian precipitation is evident
in Ecuador east of the Andes near 3.71◦ S as a precipitation-attenuated signal (black) below
clouds (light blue). Some cloud pumping and transport of aerosol (orange) over the Andes is
also evident.
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Fig. 7. (a) An example of typical correlation between CNhot and CO in an FT elevated CO layer
colored with CCN.2; (b) the relation between CNhot and CCN.2 for all PASE flights colored with
flight number; (c) submicrometer light scattering vs. submicrometer mass from the OPC above
TWI colored with CO.
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Fig. 8. Histograms of observed CO concentrations during PASE for indicated altitude ranges.
A few measurements in the lower FT exceeded 100 ppbv but are not shown here for plot clarity.
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Fig. 9. Vertical profiles for diverse measurements for all PASE data when classified by CO
values above (red) and below 63 ppbv (blue) as shown in (a) and discussed in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10. (a–d) PASE mission averaged vertical profiles of size distributions color coded by
number (upper) and area (lower) for low CO (left) and high CO (right) data. (e–f) mean size
distributions for indicated altitude ranges stratified by CO. The black vertical line indicates the
Hoppel minimum, the representative diameter above which particles are active CCN in typical
clouds, while the vertical gray line approximates the start of the minimum, showing the smallest
sizes at which activation occurs.
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12 A. D. Clarke: CCN in the Equatorial Pacific Boundary Layer

Fig. 11: Mean values over each flight for indicated PASE
measurements in the surface mixed layer (BL), buffer layer
(BuL) and in the FT <3 km. See text for details.

above and below cloud (Fig. 10) reveals the development
of the Hoppel minimum near 80 nm, which is approximately
the minimum diameter for an ammonium bisulfate particle to675

activate at 0.2% S, typical in trade wind cumulus (Cu). This
is the motivation for our use of CCN.2 as a representative
measure of actual CCN activated in this region. However,
the width of this minimum indicates higher S near 0.3% or
so must have activated some dry sizes as small as 50 nm (grey680

dashed lines in Fig. 10). Figures 10e, f indicate the typical
diameter increases for the larger activated sizes near 150 nm
is about a factor of two while for the unactivated mode near
40 nm it is closer to a factor of 1.4 (CO>63) to 1.6 (CO<63).
This indicates that larger activated sizes from the FT have685

increased their mass in the MBL by roughly a factor of 8
while the unactivated sizes have increased their mass about
a factor of 3 (CO>63) to 4 (CO<63). Because the latter
growth occurs on much smaller sizes this mass represents
only about 5% of the total mass added to the aerosol.690

We consider here the flight-by-flight variability in the alti-
tude resolved CO, CNhot, CNvol, CCN.2 and CCN.04. The
difference of the latter two excludes the largest of the CCN
activated at an S of 0.04% corresponding to sizes above about
240 nm for ammonium bisulfate and about 190 nm for sea-695

salt. In Figure 11a we show measured CO for each PASE
flight averaged over three altitude ranges: BL (0-600 m),
BuL (600 m to the inversion) and above inversion (inversion
to ca. 3 km). In spite of less data in the BuL and least in the
FT, there is enough for representative comparisons over all 3700

altitudes. Cases with elevated CO aloft are more evident in
the second half of the experiment (Simpson, 2010) and CO
in the MBL tends to be higher than the FT in early flights.

In panel 11b (and Fig. 9b) CNhot in the FT tend to be
lower than in the BuL and BL. This is due to both addition of705

non-volatile sea-salt at the surface but also the growth from
smaller to larger sizes that can lead to reduced volatile num-
ber (Fig. 1). The CNvol in Fig. 11c are clearly higher in
the FT but rapidly decrease in the BuL and generally have
lowest values in the BL. This rapid decrease indicates effec-710

tive removal of the smaller CNvol in the BuL via unresolved
cloud related processes. Variations in CCN.2 in panel 11d
show both absolute and relative concentrations are similar to
variations in CNhot except for the anomalous ITCZ cloud
flight, RF04. Panel 11e demonstrates CCN.04 for each flight715

are a small fraction of the CCN.2 and their concentrations in
the FT are less than the BL or Bul both because there is sea-
salt produced in the BL and because growth to larger sizes is
most active below the inversion. Their relative contribution
is largest in the BuL on the more polluted flights such as 8720

and 12-14 (also where CO is a maximum in the BuL) and
indicates active entrainment.

In order to better reveal the trends for the smaller CCN.2
that dominate CCN in MBL clouds we subtract the average
CCN.04 from the average CCN.2 at each altitude to get the725

plot in panel 11f. The number of data points in these aver-
ages varies from flight to flight because each flight varied in
the amount of time at each altitude range (Fig. 2) and because
the CCN counter was not always making ambient measure-
ments for the entire flight. Nevertheless, these CCN from730
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Fig. 11: Mean values over each flight for indicated PASE
measurements in the surface mixed layer (BL), buffer layer
(BuL) and in the FT <3 km. See text for details.
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Fig. 11. Mean values over each flight for indicated PASE measurements in the surface mixed
layer (BL), buffer layer (BuL) and in the FT <3 km. See text for details.
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Fig. 12. (a) Trends in CNhot, CCN.2, and AMS sulfate vs. CO for level MBL legs in RF05;
(b–c) profiles of CO and CCN.2 for RF05.
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